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Summary

The novel Structural Chemical Analyser (hyphenated Raman
spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy equipped
with an X-ray detector) is gaining popularity since it allows 3-
D morphological studies and elemental, molecular, structural
and electronic analyses of a single complex micro-sized sam-
ple without transfer between instruments. However, its full
potential remains unexploited in painting heritage where
simultaneous identification of inorganic and organic ma-
terials in paintings is critically yet unresolved. Despite
benefits and drawbacks shown in literature, new challenges
have to be faced analysing multifaceted paint specimens.
SEM−Structural Chemical Analyser systems differ since they
are fabricated ad hoc by request. As configuration influences
the procedure to optimize analyses, likewise analytical
protocols have to be designed ad hoc. This paper deals with the
optimization of the analytical procedure of a Variable Pressure
Field Emission scanning electron microscopy equipped with
an X-ray detector Raman spectroscopy system to analyse
historical paint samples. We address essential parameters,
technical challenges and limitations raised from analysing
paint stratigraphies, archaeological samples and loose pig-
ments. We show that accurate data interpretation requires
comprehensive knowledge of factors affecting Raman spectra.
We tackled: (i) the in-FESEM−Raman spectroscopy analytical
sequence, (ii) correlations between FESEM and Structural
Chemical Analyser/laser analytical position, (iii) Raman
signal intensity under different VP-FESEM vacuum modes,
(iv) carbon deposition on samples under FESEM low-vacuum
mode, (v) crystal nature and morphology, (vi) depth of
focus and (vii) surface-enhanced Raman scattering effect.
We recommend careful planning of analysis strategies prior
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to research which, although time consuming, guarantees
reliable results. The ultimate goal of this paper is to help to
guide future users of a FESEM-Structural Chemical Analyser
system in order to increase applications.

Introduction

The Structural Chemical Analyser (SCA) system is a unique
and potent combination of two full-grown technologies
designed to obtain, in a single hybridized instrument, mor-
phological and elemental information from scanning electron
microscopy-energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDX)
with molecular, structural and electronic data from Raman
spectroscopy (RS). SCA enables identification of organic and
inorganic compounds on the same sample without restrictions
of the sequential use of SEM-EDX and RS (Jarvis et al., 2004;
Toepfer & Shearer, 2006; Otieno-Alego, 2009; Worobiec
et al., 2010; Goienaga et al., 2013). This novel technique is
commercialized by Renishaw (Renishaw plc., Gloucestershire,
UK) since 2003 (http://www.renishaw.com). Although
SEMs-EDX information includes morphology and mean
atomic number from secondary (SE) and backscattered (BSE)
electrons, respectively, and elemental composition from EDX
analysis, SEMs are not suited for structural analysis which
limits their application towards organic chemistry and life
sciences. By contrast, RS analyses vibrational, rotational and
other low-frequency modes in a system, providing molecular,
structural and physical information, so that both inorganic
and organic compounds can be identified.

The advantage of using in-SEM Raman analysis instead of
RS equipped with an optical microscope (micro-Raman spec-
troscopy, MRS hereafter) lies in the fact that SEMs provide
accuracy in visualizing features on studied samples. SEMs
overcome limitations of MRS (even more using a field emis-
sion scanning electron microscopes [FESEM]) with regard to
spatial resolution (3–4 orders of magnitude better than optical
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microscopy), depth of field and contrast (from surface topog-
raphy and mean atomic number), such that the capability to
identify and analyse a region of interest (ROI hereafter) is much
more accurate and easier than using MRS. On the contrary,
Raman bands are more intense in MRS.

At present, SEM−SCA systems are limited to relatively
few research centres and laboratories, many not accessible
to the research community since they are housed in police
forensics departments or private Institutions. Likewise and
consequentially, literature on SCA application is sparse.
In-SEM Raman analyses cover diverse fields, but few articles
have been published yet. Pioneering works began in 1986 by
Truchet & Delhaye (1988) proposing a hyphenated system to
perform Raman analyses within an electronic microscope. In
2003, Renishaw launched the SCA technique and presented
the advantages of its use in diverse fields (Williams et al., 2003;
Brooker et al., 2003; Prusnick et al., 2004; Brooker et al., 2004;
Kawauchi et al., 2004). Since 2004, in-SEM Raman analyses
have been used to identify bacteria (Jarvis et al., 2004), mineral
particles and aerosols (Stefaniak et al., 2006; Worobiec et al.,
2010; Worobiec et al., 2011), slag (Gómez-Nubla et al., 2013),
uranium compounds (Pointurier & Marie, 2013; Stefaniak
et al., 2014), metal-rich particles (Goienaga et al., 2013), for
criminalistics purposes (Otieno-Alego, 2009) and to solve
biological problems (Van Apeldoorn et al., 2005; Hazekamp
et al., 2011; López-Sánchez et al., 2011). In the field of heritage
science, SEM−SCA has been applied to typify clayey earth pig-
ments (Ospitali et al., 2008), archaeological pottery (Bersani
et al., 2010) and ancient bronzes (Ospitali et al., 2012).

Certainly, in-SEM Raman analyses open new insight to
characterize micro- and nanoscaled complex composite com-
pounds. However, concurrently, new practical challenges
have to be faced since analyses are less obvious than expected.
Indeed Renishaw provides SEM recommendations to work with
SCA since the procedure to obtain good Raman spectra is par-
ticularly challenging. Few papers address difficulties found
characterizing samples with SCA, suggesting that the analyt-
ical process needs supplemental optimization (Stefaniak et al.,
2006; Worobiec et al., 2010; Cardell et al., 2013; Wille et al.,
2014), as we show here.

The SCA interface can be fitted to different SEM models.
Thus, RS is compatible with low- and high-vacuum condi-
tions (LVC and HVC hereafter), although RS under environ-
mental scanning electron microscope mode is not possible. RS
can also be fitted to field emission (high resolution) scanning
electron microscopes (FESEM). More recently, cryo SEM has
been coupled to MRS (Hazekamp et al., 2011; López-Sánchez
et al., 2011). Indeed, each SEM−SCA system is fabricated ad
hoc by request. The Scientific Instrumentation Center (CIC) of
the University of Granada (Spain) hosts a variable-pressure
FESEM-EDX−SCA system since 2012 and launched the tech-
nique to the research community in 2013. Although the liter-
ature offers suggestions to overcome problems when analysing
micro-sized mineral particles, we faced new difficulties using

our FESEM-EDX−SCA to characterize hybrid mineral/organic
nanocomposite paint samples.

Until now samples with relatively simple composition, i.e.
with purely organic or purely inorganic construction (e.g.
bacteria, metals, or mineral particles) have been analysed
(Jarvis et al., 2004; Bersani et al., 2010; Worobiec et al.,
2011). Biocrystals (pearls) have been studied as well, although
only the inorganic fraction was analysed (Wille et al., 2014).
Likewise, studies conducted on pigments and wall paintings
(CaCO3 is the binding media) showed only results of the min-
eral phases (Ospitali et al., 2008; Wille et al., 2014). In the
CIC, SCA is demanded by experts in heritage science to ex-
amine artworks of complex composition with artistic and his-
toric value. Specifically identification of concurrent pigments
and binders in microlayers of paint stratigraphies (prepared
as thin sections) is one of the most required but also challeng-
ing tasks. This work presents the optimization of the variable
pressure FESEM-EDX−SCA analytical procedure to acquire
the best analyses and results of historical painting materials.
To this end, we address key parameters, technical challenges
and limitations of the SCA and discuss problems that are both
challenging and clearly time consuming. In a follow-up study,
we will focus on the characterization of mock-ups and chip
and resin-embedded paint samples applying our optimized an-
alytical procedure.

Experimental section

Instrumentation

Our SEM−SCA comprises a FESEM which is a high resolution
variable pressure SEM-EDX, a Raman spectrometer and the
SEM–Raman interface (SCA interface). The FESEM is a Zeiss
Supra 40Vp equipped with SE (InLens) and BSE detectors that
provides morphological and chemical images, respectively,
and a microanalysis system (Aztec 2.2) to deliver elemental
analyses by EDX. The EDX detector is a 50 mm2 silicon drift
detector XMAX enabling detection of elements with Z � 4 (Be)
and high count rates. The Raman spectrometer is a Renishaw
In Via fitted with a Nd:YAG 532nm laser and a near in-
frared diode 785 nm laser, with maximum powers of 500 mW
and 100 mW, respectively. It is coupled to a Peltier-cooled
CCD detector and single-grating monochromators (1200
and 1800 lines mm−1). It also houses a video system and
white light illuminator used to locate a ROI. The FESEM and
RS are coupled via the SCA interface, a retractable arm that
is inserted into the FESEM between the final lenses and the
FESEM stage. This device introduces laser light into the FESEM
focused on the sample using a 50X objective; additionally it
collects the Raman signal through the RS. Both laser light and
the Raman signal are transmitted between the SCA and RS via
optical fibre.

Raman analyses can be done simultaneously with SE
imaging inside the FESEM. However, to acquire EDX and
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BSE images the SCA arm must be retracted from the FESEM.
Hypothetically the electron and the laser beams are confocal
enabling sequencing of SEM, EDX and Raman results on
the same ROI with micrometric precision without sample
transfer. However, as we will see, the accuracy setting of the
analytical position where the laser hits the sample is one of
the main drawbacks of the SCA technique. Additionally, an
analogue Renishaw InVia Reflex micro-Raman spectrometer
equipped with a Peltier-cooled CCD detector coupled to a Leika
confocal microscope was used to analyse individual pigments.
The aim was to check if results acquired with MRS and
FESEM−SCA were comparable in terms of Raman intensities.

Samples and measurements

We analysed loose pigments and historical paint stratigra-
phies prepared as polished thin sections, i.e. polychromes from
the Alhambra monument (Granada, Spain) described else-
where (Cardell et al., 2009) and an archaeological sample from
the hull of the Bucentaur ship. Samples were analysed with
the FESEM−SCA using the 532 nm and 785 nm laser; previ-
ously, the Raman spectrometer was calibrated with the silicon
520.6 cm–1 Raman band. The type of laser and power, spectra
accumulations, irradiation exposure time sand FESEM vac-
uum modes were different according to the studied sample
and the parameter addressed (SCA set-up conditions are spec-
ified for each sample in the text). Likewise Raman spectra were
recorded over different wavenumbers according to the sample,
typically between 100–1600 cm−1 and 100–3200 cm−1. Ra-
man spectral data were acquired using Renishaw v.2.3 WiRE
software. Laser spot size was ca. 2 μm. Laser power was con-
trolled using neutral density filters to avoid degradation of sam-
ples. Baseline correction was not performed. Raman spectra
interpretation was done with the open access RRUFF library
(http://rruff.info/) and the Renishaw Minerals and Inorganic
Materials Database R02-S/N H12345.

Single-point analyses were acquired on samples using VP-
FESEM-EDX (20keV beam energy and 10 eV ch−1 resolution)
to identify elemental composition of ROI. Samples were anal-
ysed under LVC (133Pa, the minimum vacuum level allowed
in our FESEM). However, analyses at HVC (10−6 Torr) were
also performed to check if the atmosphere of analysis influences
Raman spectra. Samples were mounted on Al stubs with
double-sided adhesive C tape. To check the SERS effect Al tapes
were also used and samples were sputtered with gold nanopar-
ticles (1–3 nm) using a Polaron SC7640 sputter coater. Sam-
ples were not carbon coated to obtain realistic Raman signals
since carbon is Raman active.

Results and discussion

In-FESEM−RS analytical sequence

The logical sequence to work with an in-SEM Raman system is
to collect images and chemical information with SEM via the

following sequence: morphological SE images, elemental BSE
images and EDX elemental analyses. This analytical sequence
guides Raman molecular characterization of a ROI while en-
suring that analyses are performed on the same area with SEM
and the Raman laser. This recommended procedure is based
on the fact that SEMs provide better resolution and morpho-
logical images than those acquired with MRS. Particularly,
it is wise to follow this sequence in complex samples where
goals are to characterize: (i) crystals/grains of few microme-
tres in size embedded in a matrix, such as pigments and binders
mixed in multilayered paints (Irazola et al., 2012; Wille et al.,
2014) or pigments present in glazes (Bersani et al., 2010);
(ii) individual particles (Stefaniak et al., 2006; Worobiec et al.,
2010; Gómez-Nubla et al., 2013) and (iii) compounds inserted
in micrometric particles (Pointurier & Marie, 2013).

The analytical routine is rational considering that the spa-
tial resolution and depth of field of MRS is much poorer than
in SEM, even more using a FESEM. Although image spatial
resolution in MRS is ca. 1–2 μm, it is ca. 3 nm for conventional
SEMs and ca. 1 nm for FESEM. Unlike MRS, SEMs thus provide
detailed morphological information (SE mode) of a ROI, facili-
tating the exploration of a target area. However, identification
of the ROI has to be also realized with BSE chemical images
followed by EDX elemental analyses since both restrain the
searching of target areas within a complex sample. Finally,
Raman analyses should be performed. The disadvantage of
this procedure is long-term electron beam exposure, such that
several nondesirable collateral effects arise which can com-
promise reliable Raman data; these include carbon deposition
on samples, and damage induced by the vacuum and the elec-
tron. Therefore, depending on the aim of the investigation the
analytical sequence can be changed, such that Raman spectra
can be acquired first (Stefaniak et al., 2014).

Correlation between FESEM and SCA/laser analytical position

The accurate correlation between the ROI studied under SEM
and the analytical position of the Raman analysis is crucial
to overcome limitations arising from using different excita-
tion sources (electron and laser beams) and different focusing
devices (electromagnetic lenses, optical lenses and parabolic
mirrors), such that morphological, elemental and molecular
information come from the same area. It is worth noting some
essential factors to better assess this topic. The elemental and
morphological study with SEMs shares the same excitation
source, i.e. the electron beam. Thus the morphological image
and the EDX analysed spot are perfectly correlated. In the case
of RS coupled with an optical microscope (MRS), while the
microscope uses white light to illuminate the ROI, the RS uses
laser excitation to analyse it. However, both the RS and the
optical microscope share optics and thus the white light and
laser beam are mechanically aligned. On the other hand, the
SEM−SCA uses an electron beam and a laser source which are
focused by electromagnetic and optical systems, respectively.
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Hence, we must guarantee that the electron beam and the
laser beam are aligned to enable data acquisition on the very
same ROI. To ensure beam alignment the SEM−SCA only has
a CCD which delivers the optical image of the ROI.

To address this topic we considered the suggestions pro-
vided by Renishaw and the literature (Stefaniak et al., 2006;
Worobiec et al., 2010). From reading the literature is not al-
ways evident that coincidence among SEM images, EDX anal-
ysis and Raman analysis is achieved. Relocation of a ROI with
no micrometric precision is not a limitation when analysing
homogeneous large areas were a misalignment of few mi-
crometres is not essential (Goienaga et al., 2013; Wille et al.,
2014) or analysing typically shaped crystals/particles which
are easily identifiable using the white light image provided by
the SCA Raman (Worobiec et al., 2010, 2011). However, if
complex compounds of few micrometres in size embedded in a
matrix are analysed, additional caution has to be taken as the
white light image provided by the SCA Raman is a poor image
since it is collected by a parabolic mirror. Thus it is quite difficult
to recognize the correspondence between optical and elec-
tronic features. This aspect is particularly challenging when
particles are attached (such as our pigments with common
ϕ < 10 μm) and embedded in layers of a paint stratigraphy.
Since relocation of a ROI is based on typical particle contours,
targeting agglomerate pigments mixed with organic binders
inserted into a resin is quite challenging. This may explain why
studies on these types of historical samples are lacking in the
literature.

Our first approach to correlate a ROI between FESEM and
RS was using the installation settings provided by Renishaw
on a noncomplex archaeological sample taken from the hull of
the Bucentaur ship. Its cross-section was prepared as a polished
thin section using a polyester resin. This is a conductive sample
made of fresh and degraded Cu layers which does not contain
organic binders (which would cause Raman fluorescence).
Although the Renishaw installation settings state that system
design ensures reproducible positioning of the collection optics
to submicrometres accuracy, surprisingly, we could identify a
mismatch between the electronic and the laser beams because
the laser beam impinged, not the Cu crystal marked with the
crosshair in Figure 1, but rather the resin of the cross-section
creating a hole.

A successful solution mentioned in literature to relocate
aerosol particles is the use of Cu grids to create a type of coor-
dinate system (Stefaniak et al., 2006; Worobiec et al., 2010).
Hence to check beam alignment we used a Cu grid which offers
an image with easily recognizable features. Perplexingly, we
confirmed that there was a misalignment between the point
impacted by the laser and the real point hit by the laser shown
in the CCD image. We confirmed that despite relocating the
sample position to the chosen site observed in the CCD image
by moving the FESEM stage, still the real point hit by the laser
(seem by FESEM) was different. This clearly revealed a shift
between both images. Hence, the only means of correlating

Fig. 1. SE image of a cross-section made of fresh and weathered Cu layers.
Crosshair indicates the theoretical analysed spot in a Cu grain while the
circle shows the real laser position impinging in the resin.

the electronic and the CCD images was to electronically shift
the SE image.

Thus matching accurately both beams is more troublesome
and time consuming than reported elsewhere (Worobiec et al.,
2010) since it is less obvious than one would expect, even
more in a FESEM were images are rotated 90o. This is partially
due to the fact that although the laser hit is reproducible with
micrometric precision, the electron beam is affected by differ-
ent FESEM settings conditions. Indeed it is well known that
the electron beam, the scanned area and hence the acquired
electron images are affected by several fixed SEM factors such
as electron acceleration voltage, electron beam current, aper-
ture size, SEM vacuum conditions and working distance (WD),
among others. Therefore SEM images drift whereas both the
SCA optical images (from RS) and thus the laser beam position
remain constant.

Consequently, we designed a strategy to correlate both il-
lumination systems and assure exact alignment between the
laser and electron beams, even when the ROI cannot be rec-
ognized by means of the SCA’s video source. That is, we had
to design a procedure to work in ‘blind conditions’ i.e. without
the possibility to compare the SEM image with the reference
image obtained with the SCA image. This is a time-consuming
process which requires extensive experience and knowledge
in SEMs background. In short, the designed strategy consists
of referencing the electron image drift with respect to the fixed
optical image using the FESEM stage coordinate system. Next,
both images were correlated by shifting the electron beam to
obtain the exact matching of both (electron and laser) beams.
To do so, we innovated by using a Si wafer since it has very
well defined and identifiable features, both under video signal
of the SCA and with FESEM, at different resolution levels and
scales. Moreover, it has a dimension similar to the laser spot
size, ca. 1 μm (Figs. 2A,B).

As mentioned, there are SEM-related parameters which af-
fect the electron beam shifting SEM images. During our work,
we confirmed that a mismatch between both images occurred
when changing whichever of these parameters; for instance,
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Fig. 2. (A) SCA optical image of Si wafer taken with the laser off (left) and with green laser (right), (B) corresponding FESEM image before shifting the
electron beam to exactly match the electron and laser beams. FESEM images of Si wafer showing image drifting produced by: (i) changing the vacuum
mode (C) HVC and (D) LVC; (ii) placing the SCA arm outside (E) and inside (F) the FESEM.

varying FESEM vacuum modes (Figs. 2C,D), aperture condi-
tions or analysing samples with different conductivities. More-
over, the mere insertion of the SCA arm into the FESEM stage
produces an electromagnetic disturbance in the electron beam
path that results in electron image drift (Figs. 2E,F). Other fac-
tors to be considered include lens hysteresis, accumulation of
charges, and thermal and mechanical drift of samples.

In our experience, relocation of a ROI when FESEM set-up
conditions are changed is the most critical aspect to consider
when working with a SEM−SCA system. This procedure is
time-consuming but its neglect will result in analytical errors.
In this regard, the parameter most often changed is the WD,
whose optimal values for EDX acquisition and Raman analysis
are different. In our VP-FESEM−SCA, the best WD to obtain
EDX analyses is ca. 7–8 mm, whereas the required WD to
insert the SCA probe into a FESEM stage is ca. 14 mm (these
distances change depending on the SEM−SCA combination).
Thus it is essential to move the stage from EDX WD to Raman
WD. Figure 3 shows a flow chart to illustrate the proposed
VP-FESEM−SCA optimized analytical procedure.

Raman signal intensity under different VP-FESEM vacuum
environments

According to Worobiec et al. (2010) Raman intensities
recorded under vacuum mode using SEM−SCA were up to
10 times lower than those acquired with MRS in ambient air.
By contrast, Wille et al. (2014) recorded lower intensities by
factors ranging between 30 (785 nm laser) and 150 (514.5 nm

laser). However, the literature has not yet reported whether
Raman signal intensities vary according to different vacuum
modes selected within a VP-SEM. To examine this topic in
depth, and prior to testing in our VP-FESEM−SCA Raman sig-
nal variations under HVC (10−6 Torr) and LVC (133 Pa) on a
Si wafer (key Raman band at 520 cm–1), we tested the loss of
Raman signal intensity of the Si wafer with ambient air MRS.
We intentionally chose the Si wafer since (i) as a standard it
has physical and chemical stability which made it ideal for
such a study, (ii) it is highly conductive and allows investiga-
tion at HVC and, (iii) any change recorded will be due to the
vacuum. Raman set-up conditions were similar for both MRS
and VP FESEM−SCA instruments. A 785 nm laser was used
(saturation was achieved with the 532 nm laser) and 10 spec-
tra were acquired with 10s exposure time. In agreement with
Worobiec et al. (2010) and Wille et al. (2014) we found that
Raman intensities in our VP-FESEM−SCA are ca. 90% lower
compared to those obtained with MRS (Table 1). Certainly
this is an important drawback of the SEM−SCA technique,
particularly when compounds made of both organic and in-
organic materials are analysed, such as paint layers made of
pigments and binders. Indeed, during this study we confirmed
how challenging it is to identify Raman bands for specific pig-
ments due to the intense fluorescence caused by the organic
binders. On the other hand binders remained unidentifiable in
concordance with the results from Otieno-Alego (2009).

Next, to tackle Raman signal intensity under different FE-
SEM vacuum modes we analysed, in addition to the Si wafer,
a nonstandard sample, namely a ca. 2 mm calcite crystal (key
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Fig. 3. An illustrative flow chart of the proposed VP-FESEM−SCA opti-
mized analytical procedure.

Table 1. Raman signal intensities for Si wafer at 520 cm−1 performed
with MRS (ambient air) and FESEM−SCA (HVC = 10−6 Torr). Analyses
were done at different laser powers using a 785 nm laser

Laser power MRS FESEM-SCA

10% 49 367 5621
100% 39 5709 48 765

Table 2. Analyses of Si Raman band at 520 cm−1 with the FESEM−SCA
system at different vacuum modes, lasers types and laser powers. § =
standard deviation (%)

Laser LVC (133 Pa) HVC (10−6 Torr)

type Power (%) nº counts § nº counts §

785 nm 25 12.750 4 11.620 1
35 16.500 1.8 15.570 0.8

100 48.350 0.7 48.800 0.7
532 nm 13 5.020 6.7 5.370 2.1

35 13.400 2.9 13.280 2
100 40.500 1.7 40.000 2.1

Table 3. Analyses of calcite Raman band at 1086 cm−1 with the
FESEM−SCA system at different vacuum modes and laser powers using
the 532 nm laser. § = standard deviation (%)

Laser LVC (133 Pa) HVC (10−6 Torr)

type Power (%) nº counts § nº counts §

532 0.3 95 10 65 10
8 1270 5 1370 5.8

13 2330 3 2410 2.7
35 6240 2.5 6500 3

100 18 750 1.2 19 200 1.7

Raman band at 1086 cm–1). Ten recorded spectra with 10 s
exposure time were acquired from both samples using different
laser types and powers. The Si wafer was analysed with both
the 532 nm and the 785 nm laser (Table 2). Likewise calcite
was analysed with both lasers though only results using the
532 nm laser are shown (Table 3) since those obtained with
the 785 nm laser were rejected due to low Raman intensities.
As Tables 2 and 3 show Raman intensities for each sample are
similar under both FESEM vacuum modes irrespective of the
type of laser used. Tables also show that standard deviations
of Raman signals decrease when using higher laser powers
under LVC and HVC. Moreover, for the Si wafer standard devi-
ations of data acquired with both lasers are lower under HVC,
whereas for calcite standard deviations at LVC and HVC are
similar. Additionally, the variability of intensity in the Si key
Raman band and the calcite key Raman band was determined
through the acquired Raman series to obtain the average num-
ber of counts and the standard deviation. Thus we obtain for
each intensity and vacuum mode the variability in the num-
ber of counts to confirm that the changes are meaningful.
We found for both samples a slight difference in band intensi-
ties. For instance, in the Si wafer analysed with the 532 nm
laser at 100% laser power, the difference accounted for 1.7%
and 2.1% under LVC and HVC, respectively (Fig. 4). By con-
trast, for calcite (same analytical conditions) the difference
accounted for 1.2% (LVC) and 1.7% (HVC).
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Fig. 4. Raman spectra comparison of Si wafer at 520 cm–1 acquired at HVC (A) and LVC (B) with the FESEM−SCA. Notice that difference in intensities is
minimal.

All in all results demonstrate that Raman signal inten-
sities are comparable working at different vacuum modes
inside the VP-FESEM−SCA. Also in agreement with other au-
thors (Worobiec et al., 2010; Wille et al., 2014) we found that
Raman signal intensities in our FESEM−SCA were lower com-
pared to the intensities acquired with MRS, though in different
percentages to those reported elsewhere.

In this regard Worobiec et al. (2010) attribute the reduc-
tion in Raman intensities in the SCA to a signal loss during
transmission through the optical fibre. This seems unlikely
considering that signals travel along the fibre with minimal
power loss due to very efficient total internal reflection of the
laser inside the fibre. Furthermore, increasing the length of
the fibre does not result in a significant decrease in delivered
power. Instead Wille et al. (2014) ascribed Raman signal loss
to the parabolic mirror present in the in-SEM Raman system
as well as the Raman scattering efficiency of analysed min-
erals. Our experience is that other critical factors also affect
Raman signal intensities. A crucial one is the launch of the
laser into the optical fibre. The laser must be precisely aligned
with the fibre to avoid signal loss. Moreover and consequen-
tially, alignment should be verified by measuring the delivered
laser power. Another key factor that can diminish Raman sig-
nals is the correct orientation of filters with respect to the
optical fibre head. Incorrect filter setting can mean that nom-
inal values of filters often are not genuine. Other factors that
may lead to power transmission loss are unsuitable fibre core
diameter and filter contamination.

Amorphous carbon deposition

Carbon deposition onto surface samples exposed to an elec-
tron beam is problematical for in-SEM Raman systems (par-
ticularly under LVC) since growing carbon layers compromise
both SEM images and Raman signals. The severity of this
problem depends of SEM accelerating voltage, probe current,
sample exposure time under the electron beam, and SEM vac-
uum modes, among others factors. If any of these parameters
increase, then the rate of carbon deposition increases, except

for HVC (inverse relation). In this regard FESEMs are the best
for preventing carbon deposition (specifically working at HVC)
since they preserve excellent vacuum conditions. However, it
is worth noting that one of the benefits of working with vari-
able pressure SEM in the SCA is that nonconductive samples
do not need to be carbon coated to avoid charging effects. In-
deed this is a reason for the high demand for variable pressure
SEM−SCA in artwork samples, and a sine qua non condition
to acquire realistic Raman analyses, since carbon is Raman
active and will mask other Raman signal from the ROI.

To address this issue, we studied a pigment that yield high
quality Raman spectra, i.e. cinnabar (HgS) and for comparison
purposes the polyester resin used to create the paint stratigra-
phy. Both are present in a multilayered historical paint sample
prepared as a polished thin section described elsewhere (Fig. 5;
Cardell et al., 2009). Resin was examined because electrons
raised from the SEM colliding in the organic layer will surely
have collateral effects in the quality of Raman signals of pig-
ments and binders (e.g. increasing fluorescence that compli-
cates Raman band identification).

The intensity increments of the characteristic D and G
graphite Raman bands (at 1385 and 1560 cm–1, respec-
tively) were checked in the cinnabar and resin once these
materials had been exposed during 1 h in the FESEM stage
(Figs. 6A,B). Analyses were done with a 532 nm laser at 0.3%
laser power to minimize laser-induced damage. Six spectra
with 1 s exposure time were acquired every 10 min. A carbon
layer accumulated on the cinnabar and resin surfaces was
expected after 1 h of laser exposure, mainly on the resin (due
to its organic nature). Results revealed that in the resin the
Raman background (termed fluorescence by Wille et al., 2014)
increased progressively over time (particularly at high wave-
lengths) although an increase in a specific graphite Raman
band was not observed (Fig. 6C). Instead, an increment of
the G graphite Raman band was recorded during Raman ac-
quisition from cinnabar (Fig. 6D). Hence our results reveal
that carbon deposition is substrate dependent. The growth of
the carbon layer can compromise Raman signals to the point
that their recognition becomes difficult. Thus during Raman
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Fig. 5. (A) Photomicrograph showing the paint stratigraphy of a polychrome on wood from the Alhambra monument (Granada, Spain). From the inside
out the layer sequence is: artificial minium, organic layer, cinnabar, organic layer and white lead layer at the surface. (B) FESEM photomicrograph
showing the analysed cinnabar grain (crosshair). (C) A false-colour mineral map elaborated from SEM-EDX elemental mappings in the paint stratigraphy
of (A).

spectra acquisition the electron beam must be turned off to
reduce unnecessary beam bombardment, which can result in
sample damage and/or excessive carbon deposition. On the
other hand it is worth noting that carbon deposition also re-
sults from improper cleaning of the SEM stage; to avoid this,
plasma cleaners are highly recommended.

Crystal nature and size

During our investigations, apart from sample damage caused
by the FESEM electron beam (not explained here), it became
clear that laser-induced damage (mineral transformation) and
decrease of Raman signal intensity took place on some pig-
ments. Factors initiating damage processes such as oxida-
tion/reduction and phase transformation causing molecular,
elemental or physical changes include the atmosphere (vac-
uum/air modes), laser beam intensity, sample preparation or
particle structure. Laser-induced damage on pigments anal-
ysed with RMS has been widely reported (Burgio & Clark,
2001; Navas et al., 2010) as has damage to particles (aerosols)
studied with SEM−SCA (Stefaniak et al., 2006, 2014;
Worobiec et al., 2010, 2011). Worobiec et al. (2010) state
that particle damage due to the laser beam is more trouble-
some when applying SEM−SCA than the stand-alone MRS.

These authors suggest means of decreasing or eliminating
damage when applying both techniques. They propose that
particles should be prepared as thin sections to be studied with
SEM−SCA. However, as we will discuss next, during our anal-
yses we verified that intense laser-induced heating occurs in
minerals which are part of cross-sections prepared as polished
thin sections. This is a critical issue that deserves more investi-
gation since often samples from cultural heritage are prepared
as thin sections.

To shed light on the effect of pigment nature and size in
the decrease of Raman signals and mineral transformation
we studied pigments mixed with binders embedded in paint
layers, and loose pigments of different size. To address laser-
induced damage depending on pigment nature, we studied
cerussite (PbCO3) and cinnabar (HgS) pigments present in
diverse layers of the paint stratigraphy shown in Figure 5.
Pigment selection was guided by their differing responses to
laser irradiation in the FESEM−SCA system. Although cerus-
site was a very heat-sensitive mineral to Raman analyses per-
formed with our hybrid system, yielding slight Raman signals,
cinnabar produced high-quality Raman spectra, and no phase
transformation into metacinnabar was recorded with increas-
ing laser exposure time. Thus we did time-lapse analyses to
address laser-induced damage in cerussite. Raman analyses
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Fig. 6. FESEM−SCA analyses on cinnabar and resin layers showed in Figure 5. Intensity increase in G graphite Raman band at 1560 cm–1 measured on
resin (A) and on cinnabar (B). Resin baseline increment during Raman acquisition times (C). Increase in G graphite Raman band measured on cinnabar
during Raman acquisition (D).

were acquired using the lowest laser power that produces a
Raman signal and then power was slowly increased checking
the laser power that cerussite could tolerate prior to damage.
As a result, we realized (as expected) that it is crucial to have a
wide range of attenuation filters to diminish the incident laser
beam. Initially we had 10%, 25%, 50% and 100% transmit-
ting filters.

During our work, we confirmed that the actual transmission
(real values) of some filters were different from their nominal
(theoretical) values, making it even more difficult to control
in-FESEM Raman analyses. Our experience is that histori-
cal paints made of closely mixed pigments and binders are
very sensitive to high laser beam intensities. Thus it is critical
to have more attenuation filter options below 10% (Otieno-
Alego, 2009) since laser powers higher than this value are
barely used to analyse historical paints due to collateral dam-
age effects. Accordingly, we incorporated transmitting filters
of 0.5%, 1%, 2.5%, 5% and 8%, as well as the possibility to
obtain infinite low laser intensities by tuning laser beam inten-
sities using an electronic device. However, when laser power
is too low the Raman bands either can disappear into the noise
or not be identified correctly.

Considering the above, we analysed cerussite (key Raman
band at 1053 cm–1) with the FESEM−SCA using the 532 nm
laser at increasing laser powers up to 8% since this laser power
does not damage cerussite at the first Raman acquisition

and produces enough signal to register heat damage from
the second acquisition. A sequence of 10 recorded spectra
with 10 s exposure time and 10 s time lapse were acquired.
Results revealed that during Raman signal acquisition (255
s) the 1053 cm–1 Raman band was decreasing. Concurrently
Raman signal at 142 cm–1 of massicot (PbO yellow rhombic)
was appearing (Fig. 7) which indicates that the laser was
damaging the cerussite surface. The maximum band intensity
for massicot was attained at ca. 142 s after the start of the
analyses. This result shows that it is crucial to examine Raman
signals from the first acquisition moment to check if mineral
modifications are occurring. Otherwise false interpretations
and conclusions can be inferred.

Laser-induced damage was checked by analysing a cinnabar
(key bands at 252 and 343 cm–1) crystal during 1 h using
the 532 nm laser at its lowest power of 0.3%. Six recorded
spectra with 10 s exposure time were acquired every 10 min.
As shown in Figure 6D the Raman band at 252 cm–1 decreased
during signal acquisition and disappeared nearly completely
after 40 min. Unexpectedly, Raman bands of others minerals
were not found, while concurrently a strong increase of the
D and G bands of graphite appear. To clarify this, we found
it crucial to record the cinnabar Raman spectrum over the
wavenumber range between 100 and 3500 cm–1. Thus we
could observe the parallel increase of the G graphite band at ca.
1560 cm–1. Our hypothesis is that the growing thickness of the
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Fig. 7. FESEM−SCA study of cerussite transformation (1053 cm–1) towards massicot (142 cm–1). Spectrum is scaled at band of maximum intensity
(1056 cm–1). Notice the decreasing bands of cerussite (inset B, spectrum not scaled) and the growing up of massicot bands (inset A). Acquisition times
are: blue = 10 s; green = 142 s and red = 255 s.

carbon layer somehow hinders cinnabar from emitting Raman
signals.

Our finding agrees with those of Béarat et al. (2008) which
showed laser-induced alteration in cinnabar crystals (colour
change) and loss of Raman intensity in its characteristic
bands; likewise no phase transformation into a new phase
(i.e. metacinnabar) was recorded. These authors attribute this
phenomenon to cinnabar chemical change (specifically, loss
of sulphur) and physical change via reconfiguration and ex-
pansion of its crystal lattice.

The relationship between Raman signal intensity and crys-
tal size was tackled analysing stand-alone calcite (key Raman
band at 1086 cm–1) pigments with different sizes (� � 10–
100 μm). A 532 nm laser was used at 8% laser power to ac-
quire 1 spectrum at 10 s exposure time in the VP-FESEM−SCA.
We started analysing a 100 μm calcite crystal and contin-
ued with crystals of fewer dimensions ending with one of ca.
10 μm in size. As Figure 8 shows the Raman spectrum of the
100 μm calcite crystal yields a decent band at 1086 cm–1

whereas diminished for crystals of 20 and 15 μm in size. Fi-
nally this key Raman band does not appear analysing the
10 μm calcite crystal. Therefore, the critical size for calcite
crystals analysed with our FESEM−SCA to produce identifi-
able Raman bands is ca. 10 μm. Apart from crystal size it
must be considered that Raman recognition of a substance
is strictly dependent upon its intrinsic nature. Indeed Poin-
turier & Marie (2013) reported that U-rich particles as small
as 1 μm were analysed via a SEM−SCA system, whereas
Stefaniak et al. (2014) were able to analyse uranyl fluoride

particles of ca. 700 nm when deposited on exceptionally
smooth substrates.

Additionally, we performed a similar study with MRS in
calcite crystals of different sizes to check the trend found
with FESEM−SCA. Rationally due to the small size of crystals
analysed with FESEM−SCA, the MRS study was conducted
in different samples. In this case the test was done in so-
called fine calcite powder with particles sizes below 200 μm,
and coarse calcite powder with particle size above 800 μm
(Kremer Pigments GmbH & Co. KG, Vigo, Spain. Pigment ref-
erence K11416, ϕ = 120 μm and 1 mm. Particle sorting
achieved via sieving). Results revealed that Raman signal in-
tensity decreased in the calcite fine powder ca. 35% compared
with the signal intensity acquired in the coarse powder (Fig. 9).

Depth of focus

During our work analysing target features with the
FESEM−SCA we noticed variations in the intensity of Raman
signals even with the same laser settings analysing the same
ROI. We supposed that these dissimilarities were related to the
focusing process to perform Raman analyses on such areas.
One of the greatest benefits of SEM images is their great depth
of focus, which allows examination of surfaces much rougher
and at much higher magnifications than using a light micro-
scope. Thus identification of an ROI is more accurate and faster
using SEMs than with MRS. Consequently, the difficulty work-
ing with SEM−SCA is that while the SEM image is focused, the
white light image seen with the Raman system may not be.
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Fig. 8. Raman spectra of calcite crystals with different sizes acquired with the FESEM−SCA. Note that Raman signals diminished and finally disappeared
with decreasing crystal dimension.

Fig. 9. Raman spectra of calcite (A) fine powder and (B) coarse powder acquired with MRS. Note the Raman signal intensity decrease in the fine powder.

To shed light on this topic we did in-, over- and underfocused
Raman analyses on calcite crystals with sizes of ca. 100 μm.
Note that the Raman ROI is defocused in situations of under
and over focus, but in all cases the corresponding SEM images
are focused. In-FESEM Raman analyses were done with the
532 nm laser at 100% power intensity and 10 accumulations
of 1 s exposure time. Results revealed that number of counts
registered for in-focus conditions was 22.200 ± 600, whereas
the highest Raman band intensity was acquired with overfo-
cus (29.400 ± 500 counts) and the lowest one was recorded
with underfocus (15.700 ± 300 counts; Fig. 10). The infer-
ences raised from this study are 2-fold: (i) small variations in
WD working with SEMs do not imply changes of focus in SEM
images. However, minor differences strongly affect Raman in-
tensities since they produce large changes in the focus of the
laser beam; and (ii) in our hybrid system the Raman signal
intensity increases with slight over focus. This issue should be
checked for other SEM−SCA combinations in order to gener-
alize this statement.

Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)

Raman signals are inherently weak. SERS is a method to am-
plify weak Raman signals to overcome the traditional draw-
back of Raman scattering. In brief, the enhancement takes
place at a metal surface which has nanoscale roughness or
due to deposition of metallic nanoparticles in films (colloidal
solutions) on the analyte. Many researchers create their own
SERS substrates, but there are also commercially available
platforms (Fan et al., 2011). SERS is receiving much attention
in the field of cultural heritage, since it increases confidence in
identification of historic pigments (Whitney et al., 2006; Frano
et al., 2014). SERS has also been used for bacterial (Jarvis et al.,
2004) and environmental particle identification (Worobiec
et al., 2010) using in-SEM Raman systems.

To examine this topic we studied the SERS effect in paint
samples grouped in two categories: (i) loose calcite pigments
and (ii) complex cross-sections prepared as polished thin
sections. We started analysing samples with the simplest
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Fig. 10. Raman spectra of calcite acquired under (black), over (green) and in-focus (red). Spectrum is normalized to the highest band (1086 cm–1), thus
inset shows variation in Raman intensities at such band. Inset figure shows that Raman ROI is defocused in situations of under (left) and over focus
(right).

Fig. 11. Raman spectra for 10 μm calcite crystals mounted on C tapes not sputtered with gold (A), sputtered with gold (B), mounted on Al tape (C) and
for a Cu-rich archaeological sample prepared as thin section before (black) and after (red) sputtering with gold (D).
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composition and structure. Raman analyses were done using
the 532 nm laser at 8%. Three recorded spectra were acquired
from each ROI with a 10s exposure time. SERS was checked in
stand-alone calcite crystals with size ca. 10 μm since no active
calcite Raman bands were recorded (see Fig. 8). These crystals
were mounted onto pin stubs using either Al or C double-sided
tape. In this way the Al substrate exhibiting a roughened
surface worked as a SERS platform itself. Other crystals were
mounted onto C tapes and sputtered with gold. Care was taken
to perform a slight sputtering to obtain a noncontinuous film
(i.e. isolated gold particles up to 3 nm), as no SERS effect was
achieved with uniformly thick gold films. Figure 11(A) shows
that no calcite band at 1086 cm–1 was seen analysing the
crystal placed on the C tape and without gold coating. Instead
this band is seen discernible for the calcite mounted on the C
tape covered with gold (Fig. 11B) and for that mounted on the
rough Al tape (Fig. 11C).

Working with thin sections, we started analysing the ar-
chaeological sample made of Cu layers (see Fig. 1) without
organic binders that produce fluorescence interfering Raman
signals. Figure 11(D) shows the spectra before (black) and after
(red) sputtering this thin section with gold. Although no clear
Raman bands could be attributed to Cu-bearing compounds,
it is clear that the SERS effect causes an increase on both the
baseline and the Raman bands attributed to graphite (�1400
and 1585 cm–1).

In the multilayered paint cross-section (Fig. 5) we checked
the SERS on cerussite crystals (that yields slight Raman sig-
nals) and on cinnabar crystals (that produce intense Raman
bands) using both the 532 nm and the 785 nm laser. In nei-
ther of the pigments was an enhancement of Raman bands
clearly observed, which we attribute to the fact that both are
closely mixed with organic binders and form part of a com-
plex, structured sample embedded in resin. To shed light on
this topic other sample preparation strategies for SERS effect
are under study.

Concluding remarks

The novel SCA technique shows great potential to character-
ize complex compounds at micro- and nanoscales in diverse
fields such as life science, geoscience and heritage science.
However, analysing closely mixed inorganic and organic com-
ponents present in the same sample, such as pigments and
binders in paint stratigraphies, is a critical aspect not yet re-
solved. As stated elsewhere, Raman bands associated with
organic binders in the presence of inorganic matter cannot
be assigned with certainty. We found that the opposite is also
true; acquiring a decent Raman signal from an inorganic pig-
ment mixed with organic binders is fairly challenging. Ongo-
ing investigations are tackling the influence of various sample
preparation methods, including different sample substrates
and resins (used to embed the paint stratigraphies) to better

discern Raman fingerprints from pigments and binders, since
so far binders could not be identified.

The most relevant conclusions and recommendations of this
work are:

(i) The key aspect to tackle working with FESEM-EDX−SCA
is relocation of a ROI. The first step should be to define and
fix the best specific FESEM operating conditions to analyse a
ROI prior to performing Raman analyses. Clearly once the
correlation between the electron and the optical images are
established, none of the FESEM operating parameters must be
changed, otherwise the electron image will drift. Moreover,
for each FESEM operating condition and type of studied ROI,
correlation between the laser spot and the SEM image needs
to be regularly tested and corrected. Accordingly, the laser
position on the SEM image needs to be checked regularly.
The frequency of testing mainly depends on the micromet-
ric precision required for the analyses. Matching both im-
ages is time consuming and relies on operator expertise. The
above cited problems have to be resolved specifically for each
particular SEM−SCA combination, since each SEM brand
and model have their own technical specifications (conven-
tional, high resolution, SEM stage geometry, EDX detector
geometry, etc.). The solutions have to be established for each
combination with the aid of their specific software and/or
resources.

(ii) We recommend that for each SEM−SCA configuration the
loss of Raman signal intensity should be determined.

(iii) The degree of carbon deposition on a sample depends on
the nature of the analysed component. We suggest acquiring
Raman spectra at regions over 1600 cm–1 to detect graphite
Raman bands that could provide clues to accurately interpret
difficult Raman spectra.

(iv) We suggest that thickness of gold sputtering must be con-
trolled since over-sputtering might hinder Raman signals.

(v) Raman signal quality depends on mineral size and nature.
Crystals with more volume provide better Raman spectra
and are less affected by laser damage. Since the analytical
procedure is based on trial and error, one should proceed
with caution using the lowest laser power possible and later
increasing doses. Damage depends not only on laser wave-
length excitation, laser power and laser exposure time, but
also strongly on the nature and size of the analysed minerals.
Two factors are involved: (i) in SEM−SCA systems heat can-
not be evacuated from sample due to absence of atmosphere,
and, (ii) studied features are much smaller in SEM−SCA than
in MRS. Thus, samples are more likely to burn since they are
more susceptible to heat damage and so unravelling their
nature is more difficult.

(vi) We recommend to cautiously planning the analysis strat-
egy for each study target. Although at first this can be time
consuming, in the end it will guarantee reliable results.
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